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Nature is All Around Me
The color of an apple, the shape of 
the moon. From small ant hills to tall 
mountains. Let’s discover what other 
surprises nature has all around us. 
Look! Books introduce early nonfiction 
topics with large colorful photos, 
captions and fast facts. A glossary, 
resource list and index further enhance 
success with early nonfiction.

•   For Ages 4 to 8
•  Interest Level: Grades PK–2/RL: 1 
•  24 pages
•  8" x 8"

About the Author
Jennifer Marino Walters is a writer and editor 
specializing in family and parenting topics. She 
has written for major media such as Los Angeles 
Times, Reader’s Digest, Parenting, and Care.
com. Jennifer lives with her husband, twin boys 
and daughter in the Washington, D.C. area.
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Book features: 

• TOC

•  Glossary

•   Bold Terms

•   Good to Know facts

•   Big colorful photos, 
captions, and callouts

•   More Library Resources

•   Index

More Colors!
These orange and black 

butterflies are called 

monarchs. Millions of 

monarchs migrate to 

Mexico each fall to  

escape the cold winter.
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From Colors in NatureLike many birds, chickens 

lay eggs that are shaped 

like ovals. A mother  

hen will sit on her  

eggs for 21 days before 

they hatch. 
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Most chicken eggs are white 
or brown.  A few chickens lay 
blue or green eggs. They are 
all good to eat.

Good to Know

Most apples have five 

seed pockets that form 

a star shape. Each seed 

pocket can hold up to 

two seeds.
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seed pocket

Now That’s Tall!
Redwood trees are the 

tallest trees. California 

redwoods are the  

tallest trees in  

the world!
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tall

California redwoods can live 
500 years or more.

Good to Know

taller

tallest
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